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At the 2016 AGM it was reported that the guide to the Leicestershire Round would
be updated by the Association. At the AGM this year a copy of the new guide was
shown to the meeting. Only a proof copy but in a few weeks after the printing
press has been busy the guide will be in the shops at just £9.95.
This is a totally rewritten guide and is
published thirty years after the original
launch. Although the walk was created
to celebrate the centenary in 1987, the
work was approached with such
enthusiasm that the first part of the
guide appeared in 1981.
That guide was produced by LFA
members in three small brown covered
booklets starting at Burrough Hill, Foxton
Locks and Market Bosworth. Each sold
at just £0.75p. They were published by
the Leicestershire Libraries Service, with
illustrations by Jean Harrison and hand
drawn maps. Two of the sketches have
been reproduced in this guide.
The second guide of 1996 with a revised
re-print in 2011 was produced in house
by Leicestershire County Council. It
covered the whole route in a single
pocket sized book. It had more local
interest information but still had hand
drawn maps and sketches.
The new guide is full colour with maps
from Ordnance Survey 1:25,000

This will be the last newsletter without a volunteer to take over as editor.

A Quiz.
Can you identify the pictures
from the OS grid references
and path numbers?
Submit your own pictures for
the next newsletter.
Left: SP 682900
Below; Linking M12 to M1A
continued on back page.....

Disused bridge at SK 721180 Path H32

Rail crossing closures.
Network Rail continue to submit proposals to close
level crossings. The latest is on the Leicestershire
Round at Thornton. A rather slow moving line that
serves only the quarries but the path climbs steps to
cross a tall embankment so the nearby under bridge
could be a better route. In East Anglia a different
approach is being taken with a block application to
close 115 level crossings which will have a
devastating impact on the connectivity of the footpath network. The Ramblers
invite us to sign a petition showing support for their opposition. If Network Rail
succeed here we could be next. See http://www.ramblers.org.uk/ - Get Involved or
http://www.ramblers.org.uk/get-involved/campaign-with-us/network-rail.aspx
Where should we go on holiday
There is a huge choice of destinations at
www.ramblersholidays.co.uk in the UK and
abroad. Don't forget to mention LFA, in 2016 we
received £140 from the payback scheme and it doesn't cost you a penny extra.
Weekend Away October 27th to 29th
A little closer to home this year with a weekend in Derbyshire at the Makeney Hall
Hotel near Belper. In 2001, the Derwent Valley between Matlock Bath and Derby
was granted World Heritage Site status due to its importance as the birthplace of
the water powered factory system for textile manufacture. The most effective way
of taking in the area’s natural beauty and rich heritage is by walking,
From the mills and factories nestling by the Derwent, to the cottages, chapels and
schools provided for the millworkers, there are historically significant landmarks
around every corner.
A visit to the Strutt’s North
Mill Museum at Belper acts
as
a
gateway
to
understanding more about
the historic town and the
story of how Jedediah Strutt
helped introduce mechanised
cotton spinning to the
Derwent Valley, sparking the
Industrial Revolution.
Picture shows the old North
Mill dominated by the later
East Mill.

Reporting issues on Public Rights of Way
Creating accurate grid references with Streetmap
1. Open the Streetmap website at: www.streetmap.co.uk
2. Find the location, either:
a. use the Search box on left below map
and adverts banner headed 'Great Britain
Street & Road Map Search'
b. click on the map, hold down left mouse button, the cursor is now
crossed arrows (– as at the right). Now move the cursor around,
keeping the mouse button down:
3. Use Zoom Control, to right of the map either:
a. click on + or – buttons
b. select one of the stepped bars. Third option up is Ordnance Survey
1:25,000 Explorer mapping which shows footpaths.
4. Pinpoint the location, to do this:
a. click on Move Arrow button (lower right in Zoom Control
box) so that the white changes to orange, and the cursor
becomes a large +, then
b. click again on the exact spot you want to pinpoint. If it
has worked, the red highlighting arrow (- as the snapshot right) will now
point to that exact spot.
Now options are either copy a web link (notes 5 & 6) or look up the grid
reference (note 7):
5. Copy web link location, to do this:
a. right of the Search
box is the Link to this
map box :
b. copy the web address which is in this box. To do this click on text,
press down the left hand mouse button. Now press and hold down the
CTRL button, now also press down button C.
6. Paste the web link, to do this:
a. open intended email or Report a Problem web form
(http://tinyurl.com/pathproblemform is a shortcut to this).
b. click on the intended location for the weblink. Now press and hold down
the CTRL button, now also press down button V.
7. To look up the grid reference:
a. find Click here to convert coordinates below centre of map (see
snapshot right). Click on underlined word here.
b. this opens a new browser window, listing various positioning reference
systems for the spot pinpointed. Nat Grid gives two versions of the OS
public Landranger grid reference system. Eastings and Northings are
the OS professional referening system, which is preferred. Examples are:
SK550067 or 455000,306742 which are County Hall, Glenfield, Leicester.
Thanks to Andrew Poole for this tutorial.

Reporting path issues – if you don't know where you are
When reporting an obstruction an accurate grid reference is essential. Too often
an obstruction is reported either with an inaccurate reference or with none at all.
An easy way to obtain a very accurate grid reference whilst you are at the location
you wish to pinpoint is by using your smart phone. You need to install a free app
called Grid Ref UK and Ireland. You can install this app from the App Store
(Apple) or from the Play Store (Android). The icon to look for is a light green
background with a picture of the British Isles and the hashtag symbol (#) just
below in the right hand corner. There are other similar apps but this is as good as
you will find.
When you are at the location where you have found an obstruction, open the app.
It will display the GB grid reference at the top of the page. Take a screen shot or
make a note. It’s as easy as that.
Hounds on the Round
Leicester Animal Aid and PROSTaid are jointly planning a walk of the
Leicestershire Round on Sunday 14th May 2017. This is a fund and awareness
raising event for the organisations. LFA has been approached for advice and help.
We have offered advice and some support. The participants will not be walking
the full 100 miles but all sections will be available for them to select. They have
broken the Leicestershire Round into 11 manageable sections and have their own
leaders for 5 sections. LFA has offered some leaders for the other 6 sections.
There is still a need for three leaders, if you can help please contact Cindy W via
Email: lfa.hon.secretary@gmail.com or Tel: 0771 172 9830 in the first instance.

Support grants for farmers on BREXIT
From the permissive access audits in
Leicestershire there is evidence that a number
of routes (where payment has been provided)
have not been adequately maintained nor
properly signposted by the landowner. This has
also apparently been the case in the
neighbouring counties of Rutland, Lincolnshire
and Northamptonshire. This has not been acted
upon due to a lack of inspections and with
Natural England likely to have even fewer staff
in the future, it is unlikely that this will improve.
In the past a number of routes were also
provided which had no real value to the public
and only benefited the farmers.
Should current support for hill farmers, to maintain gates, stiles at access points to
the countryside be continued after we leave the EU?
If other support is to be given should it be targeted support for permissive access
where there is a demonstrable public benefit from the access being offered with
priority being given to missing links?
Is it important that the taxpayer should pay farmers for permissive access to
provide and maintain routes that are needed and wanted by the public?
More from the AGM
The 130th Annual General Meeting took place at Woodhouse Eaves on Saturday
25th February. About sixty members were in attendance with fifty staying for the
excellent lunch. Our thanks to the team who for a third and final year filled our
plates with a good spread. Suggestions for catering at the 2018 AGM please.
The business went smoothly, Officers' reports were accepted with updates from
Stan and Cindy (see below). Your committee for 2017-18 is on the programme
and back page here. We welcome Roy D to the committee. Roy has much
footpath experience serving on the Local Access Forum along with Stan, LFA is
therefore well represented.
Our Treasurer offered accounts which were accepted. A deficit is expected in
2017 with the expense of producing the new guide to the Leicestershire Round.
But, subscriptions for 2018 will remain unchanged at £5.00. A change to the
constitution was accepted which brings the constitution into line with our
procedure and compliance with Charity Commission guidance.
After the formal bit members enjoyed a talk with slides from Simon B of the
Leicestershire and Rutland Wildlife Trust. It was interesting to note how many of

their sites are already part of our walks and we were given pointers to animals and
plants to look out for on our next visit.
As always the afternoon offered an opportunity to explore the countryside around
Woodhouse Eaves with a choice of two walks.
East Midlands Gateway
This is a 700 acre development of sheds at East Midlands Airport. A footpath and
bridleway will disappear and these have now been closed. The site is north of the
existing airport, it fills the green space from Castle Donnington to the M1 and to
Lockington in the north. Bridleway L103 and footpath L57 are closed. An
alternative route is available using a part of the Airport Trail.
“The Airport Trail offers the perfect opportunity for a gentle stroll or a more serious
trek. Six miles long, the trail takes in the whole perimeter of the airport. As well as
creating a wonderful walk through woodlands, open parkland and meadows, the
trail has reconnected footpaths, bridleways and lanes that were severed in the
Second World War.”
M1, M6 A14 Catthorpe

Skanska the contractor to this major project has finished and the cars can now run
freely. In theory other affected highways (footpaths) are also signed off BUT Piers
and Nigel are de-snagging. We have been promised a map of what we now have
so if you have a walk planned in this area please be aware your map is likely to be
wrong.
The positions of Wednesday walks organiser and the Walks Co-ordinator will
become vacant after the 2018 AGM any persons willing to take up either of
these roles please contact the current position holder to fully understand what
is involved.

Volunteers required.
I have had request to provide a guide to assist a Blind person on footpath walks,
he is a 43 year old Ray S living at Coventry Road Narborough. He is a reasonably
strong walker and manages stiles quite well and is capable of walking the shorter
5-6 mile walks with a guide using a double looped band. If possible I would like to
set up a rota of four or five able bodied guides to get him walking on a regular
basis perhaps at least once a month to fully evaluate his capabilities. He is quite
willing to contribute to transport costs. If anyone is able to give it a trial then please
let me know.
The Rise of Scams
Pensioners with their life savings are considered to be prime targets for various
scams. Trading Standards have a data base of 300,000 victims so far. Prof Keith
Brown conducts scam research and predicts that number could triple by 2019.
There is a regular supply of information coming through the door of how to protect
yourself but tricksters are very skilled at their trade. The government is publishing
a Green Paper later this year with the aim of strengthening Trading Standards
powers to give the elderly and vulnerable consumers better protection.
Credit card cloning and stealing pin numbers are well established scams aimed at
the larger sums of money but there are a number of other devious ways that
criminals use to steal from you. Telephone scams most often claiming that there is
a computer fault on the system and e mail scams with various dodgy offers are
prevalent.
Pavement scams are also prevalent - persons with a plaintive story usually
claiming that they need Train or Bus fare to get back home, used to be £5, latest
rate at the entrance to Glenfield Hospital £10.
A case of nectar card cloning at a local supermarket with £90 taken, fortunately
this was traced back to source and the money recovered. Also a bank employee
siphoning off small amounts of money but over many accounts for a substantial
payday.
Roger C
Birthday coming up?
For the man or woman who likes maps you can now purchase the whole of Great
Britain at 1:25,000 Ordnance Survey Explorer maps for just £150.00. Use on your
computer, mobile, tablet or GPS this seamless mapping never rips at the folds.
You can print off sections with your route highlighted then save or throw it away.
See www.memory-map.co.uk
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The Grantham Canal opened in 1797 following the contours just over a mile north
of Belvoir Castle. The Dukes of Rutland had a large requirement for fuel and
victuals and a ready supply of coal from mines owned in the Erewash valley.
Jessop who built the canal advised against constructing a short canal branch as it
would require several locks and a large reservoir of water. Eventually in 1814 it
was decided to build a connecting railway between the canal and the castle.
The 3 foot long fish-bellied
iron rails were cast at
Butterley in Derbyshire, a
company in which Jessop
had a major interest. They
sat on stone blocks, some
of which can still be seen.
The
gauge
was
approximately 4 ft. 5 in. and
the wagons had wide
treads. Haulage was by a
single horse with two on the
incline.
The line forked as it approached the castle ramparts, one branch leading to a
tunnel for the unloading of coal. The second branch follows the ramparts to the
north east corner of the castle and terminates near the kitchens. Here are
preserved three of the original wagons.
The final recorded use of the railway was in May 1918, and it was dismantled in
1941. The only surviving track is close to the castle though the trackbed can be
traced in parts to the canal. It is all on private land however and is not a footpath.
http://www.transporttrust.com/heritage-sites/heritage-detail/belvoir-castle-railway

Muston Wharf weight bridge cabin seen from footpath G2 SK 818358

Fine words from Leicestershire Local Access Forum
Whenever new developments are considered it is important that improvements to
the foot/bridle/cycle path network are considered. Such changes should aim to
improve sustainable transport, green infrastructure, recreation, tourism, health and
general well-being. The aspiration should be for improvements rather than for
maintenance of the status quo. Considering their public utility, footpaths have very
low maintenance costs.
The most important property of the network is the inter-connectedness of the
network itself. Every opportunity should be taken to improve the inter-linking of the
network so that it becomes more useful to the public.
Opportunities should be taken for giving rights of way a higher status whenever
possible. For example, bridleways are legally useable by both cyclists and
pedestrians whilst footpaths can only be used by walkers.
For the maximum public benefits, the main target groups are schoolchildren and
short-distance commuters. In essence, these require direct routes from A to B.
Such routes should also provide safe and pleasant access to and from public
transport facilities, local shops, medical centres etc.
For recreation, families look for attractive circular routes. Based on the experience
of the LLAF, recreational routes are preferred where they are away from traffic;
beside water; with open space on one side and, whenever possible, having a good
surface (pram-pushing, child-biking, walking and riding). They are most popular
when free from stiles and gates.
New housing developments will contain a large number of dog walkers and these
users need to be catered for. Circular routes of about one kilometre are most
useful for these.
Longer distance routes for those taking exercise or pursuing treks as a hobby,
bring visitors into rural areas boosting local economies and to this end all
opportunities should be taken to improve connectivity to local services
It is often thought that the rights of way network is already fixed, but this is not
true. Leicestershire has hundreds of “lost ways” and informal “desire paths”. Any
proposed development should aim to recover these historic assets or link existing
paths together. Informal paths should not be ignored just because they have no
legal protection. The LLAF working with the County Council has established a
wish list of many of the possibilities and these can be made available to planning
authorities or developers.
Situations vacant:

Newsletter Complier
Website manager
Apply to Chairman with or without C.V.

Left: SK 367507
Below: Path I 101
Below Left: SK 735236

U51 at SP 448952

